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Abstract— The RSA (Rivest, Shamir and Adleman) is one of 

the most preferred algorithms for asymmetric cryptography. 

Modular exponentiation is the time consuming part of RSA 

algorithm. It’s a common way to use parallel processing to 

achieve faster results in terms of speed. In this study, a new 

method exploiting parallel processing is proposed for RSA 

cryptography. This parallel method employs the hypercube 

interconnection network that has been attempted for the first 

time in this paper. The theoretical foundations show that the 

encrypted data resulting from the proposed method and the 

original RSA are the same and the method can be employed to 

make the RSA parallel which leads to speedup.  

Index Terms— Parallel processing; cryptography; RSA; 

hypercube 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, almost all of our activities are tightly coupled 

to the computers in variety of forms from controlling room 

temperature to using GPS navigators or sending emails. Due 

to the necessity of speed in computations, parallel processing 

of various operations has become a prevalent science. Security 

is one of the most important parts of mentioned activities, and 

cryptography is the most popular way of having secured 

information. Developing the field of parallel processing in the 

cryptography, researchers launched to issue new parallel 

methods for cryptography algorithms such as RSA. Almost all 

state of the art parallel approaches in the field of cryptography 

are summarized in [1], which can be used as a reference for 

further studies. To the best of authors’ knowledge, none of 

these approaches are exploiting Interconnection Networks 

(INs) for their solutions.  

This paper presents a new method employing hypercube 

interconnection network for RSA algorithm, which improves 

results in terms of speed. Hypercube is one of the common 

and popular INs [2-4]. As a technical specification, a proper 

IN should keep the network diameter as short as possible and 

at the same time minimize the topological network cost [5-7]. 

The hypercube interconnection network has this advantage 

due to its natural attractive properties [5]. This paper presents 

the CRSA(Cube based RSA) algorithm to indicate that using 

hypercube to make RSA parallel is applicable.  

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Firstly, we 

describe the hypercube interconnection network in the next 

section. Then, the RSA as a public cryptography is explained. 

Section 4 provides the cube based RSA method. Afterwards, 

theoretical foundations are presented. Finally, the conclusion 

of the work is drawn. 

2. Hypercube Interconnection Network 

One of the most important factors with high impact on 

network performance and its power consumption is topology 

[6].  Intrinsic properties of the hypercube such as strong 

connectivity, regularity, topological symmetry, and recursive 

constructions size have made it attractive [3]. Because of the 

hypercube’s ability to emulate a various of other frequently 

used networks and its elegant topological properties, it is one 

of the most popular interconnection networks or parallel 
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computer systems [8]. Cube is one of the most practical INs 

among existing interconnection networks. Some practical 

approaches on this interconnection network are explained in 

the following. 

The cube interconnection network has been widely used in 

a variety of parallel systems such as Intel iPSC[9], the 

Connection Machine CM-2 [10], the nCUBE [9, 11], and SGI 

Origin 2000 [12, 13]. The hypercube is a loosely coupled 

parallel processor according to the binary n-cube network. An 

n-cube is composed of 2n processors that are identical. The 

hypercube architecture, which is demonstrated in Fig. 1, has 

some limitations. Primarily, the k-dimensional hypercube has 

N=2k vertices, so its structure is restricted to have exactly 2k 

nodes [14]. 

 

Fig. 1 Hypercube interconnection network 

Two reasons for the ability of hypercube to perform many 

computations at high speed are the linear bisection width and 

the logarithmic diameter [9, 15]. The communication diameter 

is logarithmic in terms of the number of processor elements, 

which is the same as the tree, pyramid, and mesh-of-trees. The 

bisection width of the hypercube is linear in terms of the 

number of processor elements, which is a significant 

improvement over the bisection width for the mesh, pyramid, 

and mesh of trees. Therefore, it is possible to move large 

amounts of data quite efficiently. Any two disjoint sub-cubes 

of size n/2 are connected by exactly n/2 communication links. 

That is, the bisection width of a hypercube at the size of n is 

(n) [16]. In the hypercube architecture of size N, the degree 

and diameter are the same, which is log2 N [15, 16] and 

because of this specification, a good balance between the 

complexity of the network topology and the communication 

speed is achieved [14]. 

3. RSA as a public cryptography 

Security services take the important role of secure 

transferring confidential information such as master cards’ 

passwords through unreliable networks. The prominent way to 

provide this service is using cryptographic algorithms.  

"The development of public-key cryptography is the 

greatest and perhaps the only true revolution in the entire 

history of cryptography" [17] and at the same level, RSA was 

one of the first great advances in asymmetric key 

cryptography, which has been widely used for years in many 

applications such as electronic commerce and trading 

protocols [18-20].  Public-key cryptography has high 

flexibility that can be applied to most of the cryptographic 

systems being used these days [21]. On the other hand, RSA is 

one of the safest standard algorithms for providing security in 

networks based on public-key [22]. This cryptography is 

secure although it is not as fast as symmetric cryptography.   

Public-key was invented mostly to solve the certain 

problem of secret key distribution [21, 23]. Secret key 

distribution is a tough problem. Managing a secret key is only 

feasible for a small network. Secret key cryptography, by 

itself, is not an option for a network of millions of users; that 

is why it cannot support internet e-commerce [24]. It has a big 

disadvantage on key exchange and limited on the number of 

keys, which is up to n2 in symmetric key, where n is the 

number of participants in the group. A great number of keys 

are needed to be maintained in a group. While in Public-key 

cryptography, the number of keys that are needed to be 

maintained in the group is only 2n  [21]. 

RSA is widely used because it is in an acceptable level of 

utilization. Unlike symmetric algorithms, the problem is that 

this algorithm is not fast enough; that is why many 

applications use it just to exchange keys. This well known 

algorithm is applied to many systems for encryption and 

decryption [25] such as the ones from CISCO®, therefore, 

making it faster can help many applications to run rapidly and 

more secure. 
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4. Cube based RSA (CRSA) 

Hypercube topology is used as the parallel processing 

architecture in CRSA. A hypercube, which is also called n-

cube is created based on cubes. The RSA cryptosystem[26] is 

described in almost all cryptographic papers on RSA, which in 

brief is as following: 

n=pq  

φ =(p-1)(q-1)  

e <n , gcd(e, φ)=1  

d=e-1 mod φ 

Let m be the plaintext. It must be divided into blocks 

smaller than n. Cx=mx
e mod n is the result of encryption and 

mx=Cx
d mod n is the result of decryption. The block number is 

shown by x. As the core calculation part of RSA, 

exponentiation is a time-consuming operation, especially in 

presence of greater keys. 

In the proposed design, in addition to an n-cube an extra 

node is also needed as the coordinator. From technological 

point of view, the architecture can work as a cryptographic 

coprocessor, which collaborates with the CPU. In this case, 

the coordinator can be the CPU itself. Digital embedded 

systems do have a main processor, and this coprocessor is 

used to perform cryptographic operations faster and with a 

higher level of throughput. The number of nodes in the 

coprocessor can be different due to the speed needs of the 

application. However, it cannot be less than eight illustrating 

one cube. Using more nodes, the more parallelization will be 

gained and at the same time employment of more processor 

elements for smaller data and key lengths should be avoided. 

There is a tradeoff between the number of processor elements, 

the data size and the key length. The parallel calculation 

increases the speed of operations, which is multiplication. A 

hypercube with 16 nodes has been chosen to describe the 

solution, although the equations are provided in general form. 

The following definitions are used for the CRSA algorithm. It 

should be considered that each PE has received its input 

value(s) from prior PE(s) and sends the results to the 

subsequent PEs. This “send and receive” is formalized into the 

following equations where variable i present the index of PEs. 

(1)        i, i{i mod 8=0};  pi computes pi-8 × pi-8 mod n 

(2)        i, i{i mod 8=1};  pi computes pi-1 × pi-8 mod n 

(3)        i, i{i mod 8=2};  pi computes pi-2 × pi-8 mod n  

Except for i=10       pi computes pi-2 × pi-2 mod n 

(4)        i, i{i mod 8=3};  pi computes pi-1 × pi-2 ×  pi-8 

mod n  

(5)        i, i{i mod 8=4};  pi computes pi-4 ×  pi-8 mod n  

(6)       i, i{i mod 8=5};  pi computes pi-1 × pi-4 ×  pi-8 

mod n  

(7)       i, i{i mod 8=6};  pi computes pi-2 × pi-4 × pi-8 

mod n  

Except for i=14      pi computes pi-2 × pi-2 × pi-4 

mod n 

(8)       i, i{i mod 8=7};  pi computes pi-1 × pi-2 × pi-4 

mod n  

            if i<N-1;                   pi computes pi-1 × pi-2 × pi-4 × 

pi+8 mod n  

The above equations apply to the architectures that include 

more than one cube. The equations for the first cube are as 

following that, according to the algorithm, should be 

calculated before above equations. 

(9)       i, i{ 1,4 };  pi computes p0 × p0 =A×A 

(10)     if i =2;  pi receive and send p0=B 

(11)    if i =3;  pi computes p1 × p1  

(12)    if i =5;  pi computes p1 × p4   

(13)    if i =6;  pi computes p2 × p4   

For brevity, we represent one multiplication together with 

one modulus as MulMod. About half of the processor 

elements, need one MulMod block while the other half need 

two MulMod blocks. In this example, PEs indexed 1, 3, 4, 5, 

6, 8, 9, 10, and 12 perform only one MulMod while the others 

carry out two MulMod operations except PEs indexed 0 and 2 

that do not perform any MulMod and just pass through the 

values, and PE7, which performs three multiplications. These 

PEs are demonstrated in Fig. 2. This figure shows the scheme 
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of the CRSA and processor element indexing in the hypercube 

topology.  

 

 

Fig. 2 Processor elements in 2-Cube of hypercube 

architecture 

In Fig. 2 the processor P is considered as the coordinator. 

The structure of one MulMod block is shown in Fig. 3. 

 

 

 

Fig. 3 MulMod structure 

Two inputs are multiplied and the modulus of the results to 

n is transmitted as output. The previously presented equations 

illustrate the operations inside and between the processor 

elements.  

5. Theoretical foundations 

Theoretical bases are discusses in the following. It is 

proved that the results of CRSA are the same as RSA. The 

following equations demonstrate the values employed by these 

PEs to calculate the equations. The key is divided into the 

value ed as following to perform parallel operations for each 

part. 

The value ed, which is fed into the p (coordinator) to get 

the results from previous equations is:  

(14)      ed=  

The values er and eo are computed using the following 

formula: 

(15)      eo= e div ed 

(16)      er= e mod ed 

The pseudo code of CRSA algorithm for two cubes is 

described as following: 

CRSA Algorithm for two cubes 

eo= e div ed 

er= e mod ed 

A= meo mod n  

B= mer mod n  

in par; p1, p4, p8: A × A (mod n), p2:B  

in par; p3, p5, p9, p10, p12: A2 mod n × A2 mod n(mod 

n), p6: A2 mod n ×B(mod n) 

in par; p11, p13, p14: A4 mod n × A4 mod n× A4 mod 

n(mod n) 

p15: A12 mod n × A12 mod n × A12 mod n (mod n) 

p7: A36 mod n × A4 mod n × A4 mod n × A2 mod n × 

B  (mod n) 

  

In the first step, the processor element p, calculates 

 using constant length nonzero windows of sliding 

window technique [27] and sends it as the input of processor 

element p0 to send it to processor elements p1, and p4. Then 

the result of equation , which is retrieved from the 

results of  in p, is sent to processor element p1 to 

send it as input of processor elements p2. The outputs of p are 

A and B, which are computed as following. 

(17)        

(18)        

p0 receives A and sends it to p1 and p4. Afterwards, p0 

sends B to p2. Then equations (9) to (13) are performed for the 

first cube. Following these instructions, for the inner cube, 

equations (1) to (8) are done. The output of p7 is the 

encryption of m. These operations are carried out in parallel. 

Fig. 4, specifies which PEs work in parallel in each step. 

× 
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 Fig. 4 CRSA algorithm on hypercube architecture using the 

second view of scheme  

In the above figure, each PE has a colour and number, 

which shows which PEs are operating in parallel during each 

step. The flows of operations are started from PE0 and are 

finished in PE15, although the results are in PE7.  

No matter how many nodes are employed in the 

architecture; the result of CRSA will always be obtained from 

PE7. CRSA method has improved the modular exponentiation 

process as following to do faster computations: 

r=e mod ed 

me = me/ed ×…× me/ed +r 

me =   

The sequence of operations, which are being done to carry 

out RSA encryption are presented in the following. Using 

equation (14) we have: 

(19)      ed=  

                = 10+3×22(3)=46 

According to a known fact in number theory, 

(a× b) mod n= ((a mod n) × (b mod n))mod n 

According to the results of p7: 

C= A36 mod n × A4 mod n × A4 mod n × A2 mod n × B 

(mod n) 

= ((A46) mod n × B mod n) mod n 

= ((A) 46 mod n × B mod n) mod n 

It is derived from equations 15 and 16 that: 

= ((meo mod n)46 mod n × (mer mod n) mod n) mod n 

Utilizing equation 19:  

= ((meo mod n)ed × (mer mod n)) mod n 

= ((meo)ed × mer) mod n 

= ((meo)ed)+er mod n 

And using equations 15 and 16: 

= me mod n           □ 

This shows that the result coming out of CRSA is the same 

as main RSA. 

II.  CONCLUSION 

This paper presents a new method for RSA encryption 

with hypercube interconnection network, which improves the 

speed. The main innovation in this paper is the use of 

hypercube interconnection network to encrypt messages. The 

theoretical analysis shows that the encryption resulting from 

CRSA and RSA are the same. In the future work, it should be 

analyzed to see how CRSA is better than other methods in 

terms of speedup using computational complexity and 

simulation results. 
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